
WOW that COW! - Cattle By-products 
Created by Rebecca Been for the Kern County CattleWomen

For Questions Contact: Rebecca Been @ kcteachersag@aol.com

A lesson to show the diverse products that cattle give to enrich our lives!
 

Target Audience: K-4th

Materials Needed: Optional Materials:
Cattleville Worksheet Cattleville Poster or Overhead 
Pencils / Crayons Cattle Candy - candy corn, marshmallows, Jolly Ranchers, 
      gum balls, gummy bears, jello
Procedure:
98% of every cow is used, with less than 1/2 for beef. Where does the rest of the cow go? Your 
students will truly say "WOW that COW!" when they learn all the other things that cattle help to 
produce!

1) Brainstorm a list of items that people get from farms. Prompt students to give a variety of 
products that come from animals and plants that are used for food and fiber. Ex. Eggs/
vegetables/meat/clothing

2) Discuss where the different items come from - an animal or a plant. Ex. Eggs - chickens / milk - 
dairy cattle / vegetable A fruits - plants / meat - cattle, pigs, chickens / clothes - cotton plants 
and sheep

3) Define the terms:
a. Animal/Plant primary product: The main commodity that we raise an animal or plant to 

produce.  Go back to your list of farm items and make the connection between the farm 
crop and the store item. Ex. Beef cattle-meat / Cotton-fiber A clothes / Almonds-nuts

b. Animal/ Plant by-product: The other products that are created from an animal or plant 
after the primary product has been produced. Ex. Beef cattle - pharmaceuticals & 
gelatin / Cotton - cotton seed oil / Almonds (hulls) - cattle feed

4) Time to WOW the students with WOW that COW!
a. Tell the students that they are going to all be saying "WOW the COW" by the time you 

finish telling them all the primary products and by-products of beef cattle.
b. Pass out the Cattleville worksheet and tell the students that you will be going on an "I 

Spy" picture hunt to learn about all the by-products of cattle.
c. You will say ... "WOW that COW!  Can you believe cows give us paint brushes!” The 

students will then search the picture for the painting cow and color it. An overhead or 
poster may help some, especially with younger children.

d. Talk about what part might give us each by-product and how life would be different 
 without it.
e. Continue for as many items as you have time for - try to do at least three from each of 

the body part categories (hide/hair, bones/horns/hooves/blood/gelatin, fats/fatty acids).
5) To end the lesson with a final BANG - you can do a cattle candy tasting. Gelatin is found in 

cattle horns, hooves, and bones. Bring in a sampling of these items and try them (see list in 
optional materials).
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WOW that COW Center / Small Group Activities
(15 minutes/center - 1 hour or so total)

**For each center activity it would be helpful to display a chart of the by-products
and place them into categories showing what part of the cow they come from (see attached list).

1) WOW that COW Collage
Materials Needed:    Optional Materials: 3 foot Cow Shape (for whole class)
1 Cow Outline Page / Student  
Scissors & Glue
Magazines and Grocery Store Ads 

a.   Individual-
i.    Hand out a Cow Outline page to each student.
ii.   Use magazines and store ads to find the many cattle products and by-products. 
iii.  Glue the various pictures to the cow cut-out. Try to cover the entire cow with a 

picture collage.  Students could also draw pictures for items that can’t be found.
b.Whole Class -

i.    Make a large cow shape (3 foot)
ii.   Use magazines and store ads to find the many cattle products and by-products
iii.  Glue the various pictures to the cow shape. Try to cover the entire cow with a picture

collage.

2) MOO-mory (Memory)  or  GO MOO (Go Fish)
Materials Needed: Card Sets (1 set for each group)

a. Have students play in groups of 2-4 students.
b.MOO-mory

i.Put all cards face down.
ii.Each child picks two cards to try to find a match (by-product picture and word) 

iii.  If they find a match they keep the two cards, if not they turn both cards back over.
iv. You can also have them say what part of the cow the by-product comes from.

c.Go Moo
         i.     Deal five cards to each player.

ii.   Each player takes a turn asking another player if they have a specific by-product.
iii.   If the other player has it they must give it to the "asker", if they do not have it they 

say "go moo".
iv. Continue playing either game until all pairs have been found. Student with the most 

pairs wins!
v. Variation: Ask for an item by saying “Do you have a by-product that comes from the 

hide and hair?”

3) MY COW Bingo
Materials Needed: Optional Materials:
1 Photo Page/student     1 MY COW Bingo card/student Mini Marshmallows for Markers
Scissors & Glue Set of Bingo Calling Cards
Markers (ex. beans)
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a. Cut out the by-product pictures on the photo page.
b. Glue into the correct bingo column (hide/hair, horns/hooves, fats) and draw a cow in the center 

“free” space.  **This will ensure that the bingo cards are different.  They will have extra 
pictures that they can throw away.  

c. Play bingo in a small group (one person is the "caller" and draws out a card and calls out the 
item)

d. Players place a marker on each space until they get bingo, but in this case they must call out
"MOOOOOO" to show they have won the game.

e. To add a little fun to the game, have the students use mini marshmallows for markers. At the
end of the game they can eat the marshmallows.

4) WOW that COW Classroom Scavenger Hunt
Materials Needed: 
1 Scavenger Hunt Page “There’s a Cow in My Classroom”/student    
Pencils 
By-product items

a. Students scan the classroom from their center area or walk around the room with a clipboard
and find cattle by-products. You may also want to move items into areas where they will be 
seen.  You may also want to “plant” some items that aren’t typically in a classroom.

b. Students will make a picture or word list on the scavenger hunt page of items they find.

Extension Project
Materials Needed: Optional Materials:
Paper & Pencils Highlighters

1) Have students write a diary entry of a typical day in their life. Make sure they put in a lot of 
details, ex. What they eat, how they get ready, what they wear, etc.

2) After the story is written they will have a partner go through the story and highlight or circle 
every item that they used that is a product or by-product of a cow.

3) For a math twist, have students make a timeline with clocks to detail what time each event 
happens at.

Homework Assignment
Materials Needed:
"There's a Cow in My..." Worksheet/student
Cattleville Worksheet or Cattle By-Product List for reference

1) Students will search their homes for items that come from cattle.
2) As they find each item they will record it on their worksheet.
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Wow that Cow Collage
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Bingo Card
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Bingo Pictures
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